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A breathtaking and dramatic account of the JFK
assassination by the NEW YORK TIMES bestselling
author of CHASING LINCOLN'S KILLER! In his new
young-adult book on the Kennedy assassination, James
Swanson will transport readers back to one of the most
shocking, sad, and terrifying events in American history.
As he did in his bestselling Scholastic YA book,
CHASING LINCOLN'S KILLER, Swanson will deploy his
signature "you are there" style -- a riveting, ticking-clock
pace, with an unprecedented eye for dramatic details
and impeccable historical accuracy -- to tell the story of
the JFK assassination as it has never been told
before.The book will be illustrated with archival photos,
and will have diagrams, source notes, bibliography,
places to visit, and an index.
Darrell Lum's signature pidgin narratives dominate this
nine-story collection, which also includes standard
English stories and comic strip illustrations. Endearing
and insightful, Lum's characters tell stories of initiation,
family, wonder, and community.
A collection of 24 short stories; the joys and tribulations
of being a woman in Samoa and the struggles brought to
an island nation by climate change.
New York Times bestselling duo Doreen Cronin and
Betsy Lewin’s beloved Halloween story is now available
as a Classic Board Book! Farmer Brown does not like
Halloween. So he draws the shades, puts on his footy
pajamas, and climbs into bed. But do you think the
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barnyard animals have any respect for a man in footy
pajamas? No, they do not. For them, the Halloween
party has just begun. And we all know these critters far
prefer tricks over treats. There are big surprises in store
for Farmer Brown!
"Oriental Faddah and Son delivers Da Pidgin Guerrilla's
most entertaining yet poignant work to date through a
combination of lamenting and humorous poems. As you
read, you will journey with author Lee A. Tonouchi
through childhood and adolescence into adulthood. You
will laugh out loud, sometimes cry, and maybe even
discover things about yourself along the way.
Awardwinning author Tonouchi delivers a captivating,
semi-autobiographical tale through his mastery of the
Pidgin language. Tonouchi intricately weaves life's most
basic human elements love and loss, birth and death
with uncovering the identity of one's true self. In the
Guerrilla's case, it's the essence of being an Okinawan in
Hawai'i."--P. 4 of cover.
"It's not like I never thought about being mixed race. I
guess it was just that, in Brooklyn, everyone was
competing to be unique or surprising. By comparison, I
was boring, seriously. Really boring." Culture shock
knocks city girl Agnes "Nes" Murphy-Pujols off-kilter
when she's transplanted mid–senior year from Brooklyn
to a small Southern town after her mother's relationship
with a coworker self-destructs. On top of the move, Nes
is nursing a broken heart and severe homesickness, so
her plan is simple: keep her head down, graduate and
get out. Too bad that flies out the window on day one,
when she opens her smart mouth and pits herself
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against the school's reigning belle and the principal. Her
rebellious streak attracts the attention of local golden boy
Doyle Rahn, who teaches Nes the ropes at Ebenezer. As
her friendship with Doyle sizzles into something more,
Nes discovers the town she's learning to like has an
insidious undercurrent of racism. The color of her skin
was never something she thought about in Brooklyn, but
after a frightening traffic stop on an isolated road, Nes
starts to see signs everywhere—including at her own high
school where, she learns, they hold proms. Two of them.
One black, one white. Nes and Doyle band together with
a ragtag team of classmates to plan an alternate prom.
But when a lit cross is left burning in Nes's yard, the
alterna-prommers realize that bucking tradition comes at
a price. Maybe, though, that makes taking a stand more
important than anything.
From Kiana Davenport, the bestselling author of Song of
the Exile and Shark Dialogues, comes another
mesmerizing novel about her people and her islands.
Told in spellbinding and mythic prose, House of Many
Gods is a deeply complex and provocative love story set
against the background of Hawaii and Russia.
Interwoven throughout with the indelible portrait of a
native Hawaiian family struggling against poverty, drug
wars, and the increasing military occupation of their
sacred lands. Progressing from the 1960s to the
turbulent present, the novel begins on the island of
O’ahu and centers on Ana, abandoned by her mother as
a child. Raised by her extended family on the “lawless”
Wai’anae coast, west of Honolulu, Ana, against all odds,
becomes a physician. While tending victims of Hurricane
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‘Iniki on the neighboring island of Kaua’i, she meets
Nikolai, a Russian filmmaker with a violent and tragic
past, who can confront reality only through his unique
prism of lies. Yet he is dedicated to recording the
ecological horrors in his motherland and across the
Pacific. As their lives slowly and inextricably intertwine,
Ana and Nikolai’s story becomes an odyssey that spans
decades and sweeps the reader from rural Hawaii to the
forbidding Arctic wastes of Russia; from the povertystricken Wai’anae coast to the glittering harshness of
“new Moscow” and the haunting, faded beauty of St.
Petersburg. With stunning narrative inventiveness,
Davenport has created a timeless epic of loss and
remembrance, of the search for family and identity, and,
ultimately, of the redemptive power of love.
There is conflict in the whanau. The young man Te Rua holds
a secret for life, the one to die with . But he realises that if he
is to acknowledge and claim his daughter, the secret will have
to be told. The Sisters are threatening to drag the whanau
through the courts. But why? What is really going on?
Meanwhile, wider events are encroaching. Visitors will arrive
in numbers to this East Coast site, wanting to be among the
first in the world to see the new millennium. There are plans
to be put into action, there's money to be made, and there's
high drama as the millennium turns . . . Like Potiki before it,
Dogside Story is set in a rural Maori coastal community. The
power of the land and the strength of the whanau are lifepreserving forces. This rich and vivid novel, threaded with
humour, presents a powerful picture of Maori in modern
times. Also available as an eBook
“An epic saga of seven generations of one family
encompasses the tumultuous history of Hawaii as a Hawaiian
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woman gathers her four granddaughters together in an erotic
tale of villains and dreamers, queens and revolutionaries,
lepers and healers” (Publishers Weekly).
The cuisine, traditions and environment of Samoa presented
in recipes, photographs and stories by award-winning chef
Robert Oliver. In his first book, Me'a Kai, Robert examined
Polynesian cuisine from around the Pacific. That book won
Best Book in the 2011 Gourmand Cookbook Awards. Now he
concentrates on Samoa, where he spent several years while
growing up. This book shows the traditional cuisine of Samoa
and looks at the provenance of the ingredients through
organic farmers and their land. Stories, portraits and the
fabulous scenery combine to make another vibrant and
colourful book filled with delicious food and show off the
heritage of a beautiful island nation. In May 2014, Mea'ai
Samoa was named the winner of the Gourmand Award for
Best TV Chef Cookbook In The World 2013 - a great honour.
The thrilling, breathlessly anticipated conclusion to The
Telesa Series. Leila's selfless act at the closing of 'When
Water Burns, ' unleashed the demonic fury of Pele the Fire
Goddess and now Daniel must fight an epic battle to free the
one he loves. Unlikely allies come to his aid as a group of
troubled elementals try to overcome their differences and
work as a team to save their friend. But Pele's awakening has
caused cataclysmic fear throughout the Telesa guardians of
the Pacific and they are gathering their forces, preparing to
defend the Blue Continent from the devastating threat of the
Fire Goddess. Only one thing can destroy her - the Tangaloa
Bone. The race is on to recover the three pieces of this
ancient weapon and the question remains: who will wield the
power of the Bone Bearer? And can Leila survive its
apocalyptic fury? Will the covenant of love between Daniel
and Leila endure this final battle?
An epic novel stretching out from Samoa to Europe, America
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and New Zealand, from the turn of the nineteenth century,
through the First World War, the Spanish Influenza Epidemic
and beyond. Since the 1960s, Albert Wendt has created a
profound and fabulous Pacific world that is uniquely his own.
A fictional world focused on Samoa and New Zealand and
reaching out to the centres of the world, a world inhabited by
the richest menagerie of characters in Pacific fiction,
characters whose lives and stories reflect our own complex
depths. Sixteen years in the writing, The Mango's Kiss is a
striking addition to that world. Pele's first moment of
remembered consciousness is the morning kiss of the mango
fruit on her cheek. That kiss brings with it the awareness of
mortality, pleasure and pain. It is a gift from her father, Mautu
Tuifolau, the local pastor, the man she adores. Love is never
simple, though, and in this story of the struggles and passions
of Pele and her family, it must adapt to the growing world that
stretches out from village life in Samoa to the cities of Europe,
America and New Zealand. It must accommodate the
conflicts of a gifted family and the attraction of extraordinary
outsiders, from a famous English writer to an American
anthropologist, missionaries and the trader Barker, with his
quest for gold and epic tales of an adventurous past. And it
must encompass the family's links to the ancient gods of premissionary times and move through the turn of the nineteenth
century, the First World War, the terrible Spanish Influenza
Epidemic and beyond.
As corporate greed is pitted against supernatural forces, two
young friends must try to protect the precious Old Herd — and
their island itself. For generations, the rangers of Black Water
Island have guarded the Old Herd against the horrors
released by the Rift. And Cal West, an apprentice ranger,
fights daily to prove he belongs within their ranks. But even
greater challenges await with the return of his childhood
friend Meg Archer and the onset of a new threat that not even
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the rangers are prepared for. Now Meg and Cal, while
struggling with their mutual attraction, must face their darkest
fears to save the island from disaster. In a possible near
future where Big Pharma is pitted against ancient traditions
and the supernatural, Rachael Craw’s gripping and brutal
tale, inspired by Greek mythology, will immerse readers and
leave them intoxicated by its richly imagined world.
"Nestled in the heart of the Pacific is Samoa -- a lush tropical
paradise. We walk to a different drum beat. Here, ancient
mythology tells of Teles?. Demon women who are guardians
of Earth and gifted with the elemental powers of Air, Water
and Fire. Teles? are vengeful and cruel, tales to frighten
children. Or are they more than that? From Washington D.C,
comes Leila, in search of family, a place to belong. Instead
she finds her destiny and it threatens to tear her apart. There
is the bewitching call of a Teles? sisterhood and there is
Daniel. Will Leila embrace her birthright or will she choose the
one who offers her his love with a crooked smile and dancing
green eyes? Will Daniel be the element that gentles the fire of
the Teles?? Or must love burn at the altar of the Teles?
covenant? There are many different kinds of love. All of them
require sacrifice. Who will give everything for the one they
love?"--P. [4] of cover.

Calcium Binding Proteins explains the unique and highly
diverse functions of calcium in biology, which are
realized by calcium binding proteins. The structures and
physical characteristics of these calcium binding proteins
are described, as well as their functions and general
patterns of their evolution. Techniques that underlie the
description of proteins are discussed, including NMR,
circular dichroism, optical rotatory dispersion
spectroscopy, calorimetry,and crystallography. The book
discusses the patterns of bochmical phenomena such as
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calcium homeostasis, mineralization, and cell signaling
that involve specific proteins. It summarizes ongoing
research and presents general hypotheses that help to
focus future research, and also provides a conceptual
framework and a description of the underlying
techniques that permits someone entering the field to
become conversant.
What you can't say - owns you. What you hide - controls
you. Scarlet knows the truth of these words all too well.
As the stress of a family wedding builds, her resolve to
be a #GoodDaughter wears thin and toxic truths begin to
take their toll. Scarlet's epic humor carries her through
everything from (more!) forbidden croquembouche, to
uku infestations and melon-like wardrobe malfunctions,
and more of her family's barbed idea of love. Sometimes
you just have to laugh through life's pain, or else you'll
cry your heart out. Right? Can Jackson be the strength
that helps Scarlet break through the lies? Or will her
secrets destroy them? Experience the tropical heat,
humor and heartache that is Scarlet's trip home to
Samoa.Do not read unless you can handle scorching
scenes that contain passion (fruit) at the plantation, too
much dessert and lots of (Jackson's) caramel
deliciousness.
"You're Ellie Spencer." I opened my mouth, just as he
added, "And your eyes are opening." Seventeen-year-old
Ellie Spencer is just like any other teenager at her
boarding school. She hangs out with her best friend
Kevin, she obsesses over Mark, a cute and mysterious
bad boy, and her biggest worry is her paper deadline.
But then everything changes. The news headlines are all
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abuzz about a local string of serial killings that all share
the same morbid trademark: the victims were discovered
with their eyes missing. Then a beautiful yet eerie
woman enters Ellie's circle of friends and develops an
unhealthy fascination with Kevin, and a crazed old man
grabs Ellie in a public square and shoves a tattered Bible
into her hands, exclaiming, "You need it. It will save your
soul." Soon, Ellie finds herself plunged into a haunting
world of vengeful fairies, Maori mythology, romance,
betrayal, and an epic battle for immortality.
"Few novelists of the Pacific islands could be less
derivative in terms of the real vision into the life and
character of non-Western society.... Even fewer novels,
Western or Third World, can reach the strength and
artistic power of Pouliuli." --World Literature Today
She's the brilliant sculptor taking the art world by storm,
a daughter of Samoa returning home. He's the fiery
remnant of her past, who appears on what should be a
night of triumph, weighted with dark secrets that could
destroy them both. Can Teuila and Keahi find their way,
even as a deadly threat emerges? Because there's a
new power on island, malevolent and hungry. His name
is Marc Gold. His billion dollar vision of a virus-free
Sanctuary in Samoa for the world's rich and privileged,
threatens to wipe out an ancient settlement of the Aitu
and awakens their retribution. There is a battle coming
and it is one that could destroy them all. This is a Telesa
World novel which continues the stories of key
characters from the Telesa Series. It can be read as a
standalone book.
Leila¿s selfless act at the closing of Telesa: When Water
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Burns, unleashed the demonic fury of Pele the Fire
Goddess.Now Daniel must fight an epic battle to free the
one he loves. Unlikely allies come to his aid as a group
of troubled elementals try to overcome their differences
and work as a team to save their friend.
When danger threatens the island of Niua, an ancient
weapon is unleashed and Daniel Tahi must decide if he
will embrace his Tongan heritage and stand alongside
the Vasa Loloa sisterhood of his mother's people. A
standalone novel from the Teles? World. Inspired by
mythology of Oceania, the richness of Samoan culture
and the very real threats to the Pacific caused by climate
change.

Originally published in 1973, this story of starcrossed lovers spotlights the complex nature of love,
freedom, and racism in New Zealand. Samoan writer
Albert Wendt's first novel, Sons for the Return Home,
has long been out of print. Yet, readers continue to
respond to the clarity of vision in this simple,
powerful story of cross-cultural encounter.
From USA Today bestselling author Jillian Dodd
comes the first two books in the addictive Keatyn
Chronicles series. Discover a breathless fairy-tale
romance with swoon-worthy characters, suspense,
and a glittering celebrity world. Fans of Gossip Girl,
Pretty Little Liars, and reality TV will devour this
pulse-pounding, sexy teen drama set against the
backdrop of Hollywood and an East Coast boarding
school. Keatyn has everything she ever dreamed.
Her life is following the script she wrote for the
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perfect high school experience. She's popular, goes
to the best parties, dates the hottest guy, and sits at
the most-coveted lunch table. She's just not sure she
wants it anymore. Because, really, things aren't all
that perfect. Her best friend is threatening to tell
everyone her perfect relationship is a scam. Her
perfect boyfriend gets drunk at every party they go
to. It's exhausting always trying to look and act
perfect. And, deep down, she isn't sure if she has
any true friends. To add to the drama, her movie star
mom has a creepy stalker. A hot, older man flirts
with her and tells her they should make a movie
together. And she's crushing on an adorable surfer.
Dating him would mean committing social suicide.
So she writes a new script. One where all the pieces
of her life will come together in perfect harmony. But
little does she know, there's someone who will do
anything to make sure that doesn't happen.
A stranger from Daniel's past turns his world upside
down, bringing with him vital secrets and memories
thought lost. Can Daniel and Leila's love survive?
And when the ocean remembers who she is - will
she choose a long buried love? Or fury reborn?
"Her heart wept when she realized that the hardest
part about loving him was the idea that his love was
never meant for her." Walking with a pronounced
limp all her life has never stopped fifteen-year-old
Kiva Mau from doing what she loves. While most
girls her age are playing sports and perfecting their
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traditional Samoan dance, Kiva finds serenity in her
sketchbook and volunteering at the run-down art
center her extended family owns. When seventeenyear-old Ryler Cade steps into the art center for the
first time, Kiva is drawn to the angry and misguided
student sent from abroad to reform his violent ways.
Scarred and tattooed, an unlikely friendship is
formed when the gentle Kiva shows him kindness
and beauty through art. But after a tragic accident
leaves Kiva severely disfigured, she struggles to see
the beauty she has been brought up to believe. Just
when she thinks she's found her place, Ryler begins
to pull away, leaving her heartbroken and confused.
The patriarch of the family then takes a turn for the
worse and Kiva is forced to give up her dreams to
help with familial obligations, until an old family
secret surfaces that makes her question everything.
Immersed in the world of traditional art and culture,
this is the story of self-sacrifice and discovery, of
acceptance and forbearance, of overcoming
adversity and finding one's purpose. Spanning years,
it is a story about an intuitive girl and a
misunderstood boy and love that becomes real when
tested.
How does a country find itself 'at war' over spelling?
This book focuses on a crucial juncture in the postcommunist history of the Czech Republic, when an
orthographic commission with a moderate reformist
agenda found itself the focus of enormous public
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controversy. Delving back into history, Bermel
explores the Czech nation's long tradition of
intervention and its association with the purity of the
language, and how in the twentieth century an
ascendant linguistic school - Prague Functionalism developed into a progressive but centralizing
ideology whose power base was inextricably linked
to the communist regime. Bermel looks closely at the
reforms of the 1990s and the heated public reaction
to them. On the part of language regulators, he
examines the ideology that underlay the reforms and
the tactics employed on all sides to gain linguistic
authority, while in dissecting the public reaction, he
looks both at conscious arguments marshaled in
favor of and against reform and at the use,
conscious and subconscious, of metaphors about
language. Of interest to faculty and students working
in the area of language, cultural studies, and history,
especially that of transitional and post-communist
states, this volume is also relevant for those with a
more general interest in language planning and
language reform. The book is awarded with the "The
George Blazyca Prize in East European Studies
2008".
Earth System: History and Natural Variability theme
is a component of Encyclopedia of Natural
Resources Policy and Management, in the global
Encyclopedia of Life Support Systems (EOLSS),
which is an integrated compendium of twenty one
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Encyclopedias. The Theme on Earth System: History
and Natural Variability with contributions from
distinguished experts in the field, presents a
description of the cosmic environment around our
planet influencing the Earth in a number of ways
through variation of solar energy or meteorite
impacts. The structure of the Earth and its rocks,
waters and atmosphere is described. The Theme
focuses on geological and evolutionary processes
through the history of Earth's epochs and biomes
since the Early Earth to the Quaternary. The unifying
processes between the Earth's life and its rocks,
waters and atmosphere are global natural cycles of
carbon, sulfur and other elements that connect and
influence the rate of geological processes, climate
change, biological evolution and human economy.
These five volumes are aimed at the following five
major target audiences: University and College
students Educators, Professional practitioners,
Research personnel and Policy analysts, managers,
and decision makers and NGOs.
Fiction. A bestseller in New Zealand and winner of
the prestigious Commonwealth Prize, Sia Figiel's
debut marks the first time a novel by a Samoan
woman has been published in the United States.
Figiel uses the traditional Samoan storytelling form
of su'ifefiloi to talk back to Western anthropological
studies on Samoan women and culture. Told in a
series of linked episodes, this powerful and highly
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original narrative follows thirteen-year-old Alofa
Filiga as she navigates the mores and restrictions of
her village and comes to terms with her own search
for identity. A story of Samoan PUBERTY BLUES, in
which Gauguin is dead but Elvis lives on -- Vogue
Australia. A storytelling triumph -- Elle Australia.
The research field of biobanks and tissue research is
highly promising. Many projects around the globe
are involved in the collection of human tissue and
health data for research purposes. These initiatives
are driven by the perspective of decisive
breakthroughs in the knowledge of the genetic
pathways involved in widespread diseases.
However, there are considerable ethical and legal
challenges to be considered as well. These
challenges encompass the use of body material for
research purposes, the misuse of genetic and other
health data by third parties, trust in science and
medicine, concerns regarding privacy, use of genetic
data for forensic applications by the state and the
police, and regulatory issues. This volume is divided
into three parts: the inclusion of the public, the rights
of donors and patients, examples and
recommendations for the future of tissue research. It
presents a comprehensive overview of the most
important topics in the field by renowned scholars in
medical ethics and biolaw.
Finally in English, Island of Shattered Dreams is the
first ever novel by an indigenous Tahitian writer. In a
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lyrical and immensely moving style, this book
combines a family saga and a doomed love story,
set against the background of French Polynesia in
the period leading up to the first nuclear tests. The
text is highly critical of the French government, and
as a result its publication in Tahiti was polarising.
The roots of American globalization can be found in
the War of 1898. Then, as today, the United States
actively engaged in globalizing its economic order,
itspolitical institutions, and its values. Thomas
Schoonover argues that this drive to expand political
and cultural reach—the quest for wealth, missionary
fulfillment, security, power, and prestige—was
inherited by the United States from Europe,
especially Spain and Great Britain. Uncle Sam's War
of 1898 and the Origins of Globalization is a
pathbreaking work of history that examines U.S.
growth from its early nationhood to its first major
military conflict on the world stage, also known as
the Spanish-American War. As the new nation's
military, industrial, and economic strength
developed, the United States created policies
designed to protect itself from challenges beyond its
borders. According to Schoonover, a surge in U.S.
activity in the Gulf-Caribbean and in Central America
in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries
was catalyzed by the same avarice and
competitiveness that motivated the European
adventurers to seek a route to Asia centuries earlier.
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Addressing the basic chronology and themes of the
first century of the nation's expansion, Schoonover
locates the origins of the U.S. goal of globalization.
U.S. involvement in the War of 1898 reflects many of
the fundamental patterns in our national
history—exploration and discovery, labor exploitation,
violence, racism, class conflict, and concern for
security—that many believe shaped America's course
in the twentieth and twenty-first century.
Every woman has her breaking point. Has Scarlet
reached hers? In this beautifully crafted tale of
redemption and renewal, Scarlet must choose
between staying in the shadows of weighty family
secrets, or stepping out into the light, and thus
risking it all. Can she do it? And will Jackson be a
part of that journey? The thrilling conclusion to the
heat, humour and heartache of the Scarlet Lies
Series.
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